We show that the cornerstone of QM -Born's rule -can be obtained from detection theory (SDT) for subquantum (classical) random field. The basic assumption of SDT is that the probability of detection of a field (=signal) is proportional to the power of this field (its L 2 -norm). Our approach has some similarities with the semiclassical approach to the electromagnetic field. However, formalisms describing random fields are different. Moreover, our approach is applicable to any kind of field, e.g., electronic or neutronic field. But the crucial difference is that SDT provides a possibility to go beyond QM. We extend SDT by modelling measurements with the aid of detectors which are sensitive to nonquadratic influence of the subquantum random field. Difference between probabilistic predictions of QM and SDT is estimated.
Introduction
The problem of inter-relation between classical and quantum statistical models is debated since first days of QM. For example, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, De Broglie, Bohm were sure that quantum randomness might be finally reduced to classical ensemble randomness. However, Bohr, Heisenberg, von Neumann, Dirac, Pauli, Landau, Fock, Blochintzev were sure that quantum randomness crucially differs from the classical one: it is irreducible [1] , see e.g. review [2] for the present state of research on this problem.
Suppose now that one holds Bohr's position. Thus QM is about measurements. The principle of complementarity holds true for quantum observables.
In spite of a rather common opinion, such a position does not contradict to a possibility to create a kind of subquantum model based on classical randomness which would reproduce statistics of results of quantum measurements.
We emphasize that we do not try to proceed toward "Einsteinian realism" : to assign simultaneously to a hidden variable λ values of incompatible quantum observables, a(λ), b(λ). We would like to introduce hidden variables such that their randomness in combination with randomness of measurement devices would produce quantum probabilities.
We can mention one attempt (rather successful) to proceed in this way. It was semiclassical theory for electromagnetic field and stochastic electrodynamics [3] - [17] . However, it is well known that neither semiclassical randomness nor SED-randomness do cover quantum randomness completely. Some quantum distributions are well reproduced from semiclassical random field, but not all, [3] . We can also mention Nelson's stochastic QM [18] and its generalization by Davidson [19] as well as Morgan's random field model [20] .
One important feature of semiclassical theory is extremely interesting for us. It is the use of classical fields as "subquantum variables."
In this paper we shall reserve the notion "hidden variables" for conventional models with hidden variables (of the Einsteinian type). For models of Bohrian type -reproducing the probability distribution for any quantum observable, but not trying to describe joint probability distributions for incompatible quantum observables -we shall use the notion subquantum variables.
Coming back to the idea of subquantum variables of the field type, we recall that Schrödinger also supported the field-type approach to go beyond QM. Late Schrödinger even proposed to eliminate at all the notion of a quantum particle from quantum physics [21] , [22] . We shall also consider a model with subquantum field variables, λ = φ, where φ(x) is a complex valued field.
Comparing the semiclassical model with our model -which we call subquantum (classical statistical) field theory -SFT -we can say: a) SFT is based on a different mathematical model of random field; b) it is applicable not only to the electromagnetic field, but to any type of field: instead of quantum particles, SFT operates with corresponding fields -electronic, mesonic, neutronic, photonic (the latter is simply the classical electromagnetic field) ; c) it reproduces (for some class of detection procedures) Born's rule, hence, it reproduces any quantum probability distribution; d) SFT provides a possibility to go beyond QM: quantum mechanical averages approximate SFT-averages (which are related to fluctuations of the subquantum random field).
Regarding b): in SFT the basic objects are not particles, but classical fields, by b) any type of "quantum particle" is described by the corresponding subquantum random field. 1 Regarding d): QM is not considered as a fundamental theory, but just as an approximation (may be excellent) of SFT. In general subquantum detection theory -SDT -corresponding SFT gives probabilities which can be approximated by the QM-probabilities given by Born's rule. However, as was mentioned in c), consideration of a special class of detection procedures reproduces precisely the QM-predictions. The basic condition determining of the later class of detectors is that the probability of detection of a field (=signal) is proportional to the power of this field (its L 2 -norm). However, by considering detectors which would be able to take into account nonquadratic fluctuations of the subquantum random field we shall deviate from the QM-predictions.
Comparing SFT with SED we point out that particles, e.g. electrons and neutrons, are still present in SED, but all they are represented by classical fields in SFT. The basic random field of SED is the zero point field, the field of vacuum fluctuations, it is a random electromagnetic field. In SFT a "quantum state" of any sort of "quantum particle" is represented by the corresponding sort of random field. However, all SFT-fields may be considered as just different sorts of random fluctuations of a single fundamental subquantum field.
The foundations of SFT were given in author's papers [23] - [25] . In these papers another terminology was in the use. Instead of "subquantum", we operated with "prequantum" and instead of SFT, with PCSFT -prequantum classical statistical field theory.
It was shown that quantum averages can be considered as approximations of averages with respect to ensembles of classical subquantum fields. However, measurement theory based on SFT has not yet been developed. The absence of the corresponding measurement theory induced the impression that SFT is a kind of ontic theory which does not have a direct relation with quantum measurements. In the present paper detection theory based on SFT will be presented -SDT. The basic idea is that a so called quantum state (e.g. a pure state) is simply a label for an ensemble of classical fields -classical random field. In SDT everything is classical -fields, detectors, nevertheless, the output probabilities are the same as in QM. In this paper we restrict our considerations to the case of position measurement. Generalization to e.g. the case of momentum measurement is straightforward.
2 The position measurement for the subquantum field
Classical random fields
We consider the configuration space of complex random fields:
the space of square integrable complex fields, φ : R 3 → C. It is endowed with the norm
A random field is a Z-valued random variable φ(ω) ∈ Z. Here ω is a chance parameter. We denote by µ the probability distribution of the random variable φ(ω). It is a probability measure on Z. 2 Of course, Z has infinite dimension, but mathematical theory of such measures is well developed. We shall proceed on the physical level of rigorousness. We shall consider only random fields with zero mean value: Eφ(ω) = 0. This equality simply means that for any function f ∈ Z :
Covariance of a random field is defined as
To be completely rigorous mathematically, we should consider a Kolmogorov probability space (Ω, F, P), where Ω is the space of chance parameters, F is a σ-algebra of its subsets and P is a probability. Then φ : Ω → Z is a measurable function. Its probability distribution is given by µ(U ) = P(ω ∈ Ω : φ(ω) ∈ U ) for a Borel subset U of Z.
The corresponding operator is denoted by C µ . We recall that the covariance operator has all main features of von Neumann's density operator (self-adjoint, positively defined, trace class), besides of normalization of the trace by 1. Dispersion is given by
We shall consider dispersion as a parameter, say κ, of our model. We remind the following useful equality:
For each ω 0 , the realization of a random field φ(ω 0 ) is an L 2 -function. Thus a random field can be written as a function of two variables φ(x, ω), x ∈ R 3 .
Random field-signals and position measurement
We denote by E µ an ensemble of fields represented by a probability measure µ on Z. It is the probability distribution of a random field φ(ω). The E µ gives realizations of the corresponding random field.
Let X be the position observable. This observable is considered as an observable on fields. Thus
is a random variable. It takes its values in R. Our aim is to find the probability distribution of this random variable from the probability distribution of the random field. In section 3 we shall present a model of detection and on the basis of this model we shall find the probability distribution of X(ω). It will reproduce quantum probabilities (Born's rule). Its generalization, see section 7, will produce "subquantum probabilities". Quantum probabilities approximate subquantum with precision O(κ), where κ is the dispersion of the subquantum random field.
In measurement theory for position we consider a random field as a random signal interacting with detectors. Suppose that the position observable X is given by a measurement device M X . For example, M X can be chosen as a collection of detectors located at all points x ∈ R 3 . For any point x 0 , we can consider the observable X x 0 given by a detector M X (x 0 ) located at x 0 . For any (sufficiently regular) set I ⊂ R 3 we can consider the observable X I given by a collection of detectors M X (I) located in the domain I ⊂ R 3 .
Subquantum detection theory -SDT: quadratic power detection
In our model of detection the measurement process over a random field consists of two steps: a) selection of a field φ ∈ E µ ; b) measurement on this field: X(φ).
We assume that measurement devices (detectors) are sensitive to the power of the (classical) field-signal. As in classical signal theory, we define the power of the field-signal φ at the point x 0 as
the field-signal power in the domain I ⊂ R 3 is defined as
and finally, the total power of the field-signal φ is given by
We now formulate the fundamental feature of the class of detectors under consideration, namely, sensitivity to the power of a field-signal in the form of two postulates:
Postulate 1. The probability P µ to select a fixed field φ from the random field-signal φ(x, ω) (the ensemble E µ ) is proportional to the total power of φ :
The coefficient of proportionality K µ can be found from the normalization of probability by one:
Thus, we get
and, for any Borel subset U ⊂ Z, we have
or in the random field notations:
where χ U (φ) is the characteristic function of the set U.
The selection procedure of a signal from a random field for the position measurement was formalized by Postulate 1. This postulate is intuitively attractive: more powerful signals are selected more often.
We now formalize the b-step of the X-measurement in the following form:
Postulate 2. The probability P (X = x 0 |φ) to get the result X = x 0 for the fixed field φ is proportional to the power π 2 (x 0 , φ) of this field at x 0 . The coefficient of proportion does not depend on x 0 , so
The coefficient of proportion k(x 0 |φ) can be obtained from the normalization of probability by one:
The probability to get X = x 0 , x 0 ∈ R 3 , for a random field with the probability distribution µ can be obtained by using the classical Bayes' formula:
Thus, finally, we have:
Of course, p µ (X = x) should be considered as the density of probability:
where I is a Borel subset of R 3 , e.g. a cube.
Coupling between (quadratic) SDT and QM
To find coupling between SDT and the quantum formalism, we introduce projectorsÎφ(x) = χ I (x)φ(x), where χ I is the characteristic function of the Borel set I.
Theorem. The probability measure p µ can be represented in the following operator form:
Proof. We have:
We remark that the operatorρ has all properties of the von Neumann density operator. This theorem motivates the following correspondence between classical random fields and von Neumann's density operators (quantum states):
Any classical random field induces a quantum state by mapping the field in the density operator given by (10) and vice versa.
The probability distribution p µ on R 3 given by SDT coincides with the probability distribution given by QM.
We remark that the correspondence between random fields and quantum states is not one-to-one: a random field is not determined uniquely by its covariance operator. However, if one restricts considerations to only Gaussian random fields, then the correspondence will become one-to-one.
Let Ψ be a normalized vector -a "pure state" of QM. We consider the Gaussian measure µ Ψ on Z with zero mean value and covariance operator: C Ψ = Ψ ⊗ Ψ. Formally we can write:
Then we find easily that
Thus
This is nothing else than Born's rule. We find the mean value of the position x with respect to the probability measure p µ . We restrict our considerations to one dimensional case. By using (9) we get:
wherex is the position operator in Scrödinger's representation of QM.
Thus SDT (the detection model for classical random fields) produces the same probability distributions and averages as the conventional QM model. SDT provides a possibility to go beyond QM. Each "quantum particle" in an ensemble of systems prepared for the position measurement can be considered as a realization of a classical random field.
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Coupling between SDT and SFT: the quadratic case
As was pointed out in introduction, in a series of papers [23] - [25] we developed a random field model -SFT (subquantum field theory) -which reproduces (in particular) quantum averages. The correspondence between random fields and density operators was given by (10) . Thus the considered model of detection of field-signals -SDT -borrowed this correspondence from SFT.
In SFT we also considered classical physical variables defined as functionals of classical fields φ → f (φ), see section 6 for a short presentation of SFT. We call them subquantum variables.
The correspondence rule between subquantum variables and quantum observables was given in [23] - [25] bŷ
The second derivative of the classical functional f (φ) at the point φ = 0 gives the corresponding quantum observableÂ. (We remind that the second derivative is always a symmetric operator -Hessian). This map is as well noninjective: different subquantum variables having the same second derivative at φ = 0 are mapped into the same quantum observable. However, if the class of subquantum variables is restricted to quadratic forms of classical fields, then this map is one-to-one. At the moment we are satisfied by consideration of such (quadratic) subquantum variables:
SFT gives the following rule for computation of averages:
Let us consider the subquantum (quadratic) variable inducing the position operator:
Of course,x = 1 2 δ 2 f x δφ 2 (0), wherex is the position operator.
Since it was shown in [23] - [25] that for quadratic forms SFTaverage coincides with QM-average and in the previous section we shown that SDT-average also coincides with QM-average, we have that
But we can also show this directly:
Subquantum classical statistical field theory -SFT
We define "classical statistical models" in the following way: a) physical states φ are represented by points of some set Y (state space); b) physical variables are represented by functions f : Y → R belonging to some functional space V (Y ); c) statistical states are represented by probability measures on Y belonging to some class S(Y ); d) the average of a physical variable (which is represented by a function f ∈ V (Y )) with respect to a statistical state (which is represented by a probability measure µ ∈ S(Y )) is given by
A classical statistical model is a pair M = (S, V ). 3 We also recall the definition of the conventional quantum statistical model with the complex Hilbert state space H c . It is described in the following way: a) physical observables are represented by operatorsÂ : H c → H c belonging to the class of continuous self-adjoint operators 4 L s ≡ L s (H c ); b) statistical states are represented by von Neumann density operators (the class of such operators is denoted by D ≡ D(H c )); d) the average of a physical observable (which is represented by the operatorÂ ∈ L s (H c )) with respect to a statistical state (which is represented by the density operatorρ ∈ D(H c )) is given by von Neumann's formula:
The quantum statistical model is the pair N quant = (D, L s ).
We are looking for a classical statistical model M = (S, V ) which will provide "dequantization" of the quantum model N quant = (D, L s ). By dequantization we understand constructing of a classical statistical model such that averages given by this model can be approximated by quantum averages. Approximation is based on the asymptotic expansion of classical averages with respect to a small parameter. The main term of this expansion coincides with the corresponding quantum average. Such a classical statistical model can be called a subquantum model. It is considered as to be more fundamental than QM. The 3 We recall that classical statistical mechanics on the phase space Y 2n = R n × R n gives an example of a classical statistical model. But we shall not be interested in this example in our further considerations. We shall develop a classical statistical model with an infinite-dimensional phase-space.
latter provides only an approximative representation of a subquantum model. Our aim is prove that a subquantum model exists. Our subquantum model will be an infinite-dimensional version of classical phase space mechanics which will be endowed with special constraints determining classes of classical variables and statistical states. We choose the phase space Y = Q×P, where Q = P = H and H is the real (separable) Hilbert space. We consider Y as the real Hilbert space with the scalar product (φ 1 , φ 2 ) = (q 1 , q 2 ) + (p 1 , p 2 ). We denote 
This is a subalgebra of the algebra of bounded linear operators L(Y ).
We also consider the space of L symp,s (Y ) consisting of self-adjoint operators. By using the operator J we can introduce on the phase space Y the complex structure. Here J is realized as −i. We denote Y endowed with this complex structure by H c : H c ≡ Q⊕ iP. We shall use it later.
Let us consider the functional space V (Y ) consisting of functions f : Y → R such that: a) the state of vacuum is preserved 5 : f (0) = 0; b) f is J-invariant: f (Jφ) = f (φ); c) f can be extended to the analytic function having the exponential growth. The latter condition provides the possibility to integrate such functions with respect to Gaussian measures.
The following mathematical result plays the fundamental role in establishing classical → quantum correspondence: Let f be a smooth
We consider the space statistical states S κ (Y ) consisting of measures µ on Y such that: a) µ has zero mean value; b) it is a Gaussian measure; c) it is J-invariant; d) its dispersion has the magnitude κ. Thus these are J-invariant Gaussian measures such that
Such measures describe small Gaussian fluctuations. We now consider the complex realization H c of the phase space and the corresponding complex scalar product < ·, · > . We remark that the class of operators L symp (Y ) is mapped onto the class of C-linear operators L(H c ). We also remark that, for anyÂ ∈ L symp,s (Y ), real and complex quadratic forms coincide: (Aψ, φ) =< Aψ, φ > . We also define for any measure its covariance operator by < C µ y 1 , y 2 >= < y 1 , φ >< φ, y 2 > dµ(φ).
We consider now the one parameter family of classical statistical models:
By making in the Gaussian infinite-dimensional integral the change of variables (field scaling):
we obtain the following result [23] - [25] :
Then the following asymptotic equality holds:
where the operatorρ = C µ /κ.
We see that the classical average (computed in the model M κ = (S κ (Y ), V (Y )) by using the measure-theoretic approach) is coupled through (19) to the quantum average (computed in the model N quant = (D(H c ), L s (H c )) by the von Neumann trace-formula).
The equality (19) can be used as the motivation for defining the following classical → quantum map T from the classical statistical model
(the Gaussian measure µ is represented by the density matrixρ which is equal to the covariance operator of this measure normalized by κ);
Our previous considerations can be presented in the following form [23] - [25] :
Beyond QM Theorem. The one parametric family of classical statistical models M κ = (S κ (Y ), V (Y )) provides dequantization of the quantum model N quant = (D(H c ), L s (H c ) ) through the pair of maps (20) and (21) . The classical and quantum averages are coupled by the asymptotic equality (19) .
SDT: detection of nonquadratic fluctuations of subquantum fields
Position measurements of higher precision arise very naturally by generalization of quadratic SDT (quadratic power field-signal detection theory) to match the general SFT-framework, i.e. consideration of subquantum physical variables f (φ) which are given by nonquadratic functionals of classical field. The appearance of additional terms in (19 ) induces deviations from predictions of QM for averages. Now we would like to find corresponding deviations for probabilities of detection.
We restrict our modelling to the case of fourth order polynomials of classical fields. The main point is that, instead of the quadratic power of a field-signal φ given by π(φ) = φ 2 , we shall consider its perturbation by integral of the fourth power of φ(x). We repeat the SDT-scheme for the position measurement in this framework. In fact, we describe a new class of detectors which are more sensitive to signals than detectors based on estimation of the conventional quadratic power of a signal. Thus by our theory the conventional probabilistic predictions of QM, namely, probabilities given by the Bohr's rule, are valid only for a special class of detectors which are sensitive only to the quadratic power of the field-signal. Creation of new more sensitive detectors would violate Bohr's rule.
In what follows dispersion κ of a subquantum field φ(x, ω) will be considered as a small parameter of the model. The measurement process over a random field again consists of two steps: a) selection of a field φ ∈ E µ from an ensemble of fields E µ ; b) measurement on this field: X(φ).
We assume that measurement devices (detectors) are sensitive to a "2+4"-power of the (classical) field-signal. We define this power of the field-signal φ at the point x 0 as
the field-signal "2+4"-power in the domain I ⊂ R 3 is defined as
and finally, the total "2+4"-power of the field-signal φ is given by
We remark that, since dispersion κ of a random field φ(x, ω) is considered as a small parameter of the model (so statistically the field is concentrated in a neighborhood of φ ≡ 0), the additional perturbation term R 3 |φ(x, ω)| 4 dx is small from the point of view of random fluctuations.
We now formulate the fundamental feature of the class of detectors under consideration, namely, sensitivity to the "2+4"-power of a fieldsignal in the form of two postulates: Postulate 1: "2+4"-power. The probability P µ to select a fixed field φ from the random field-signal φ(x, ω) (the ensemble E µ ) is proportional to the total "2+4"-power of φ :
The selection procedure of a signal from a random field for the position measurement was formalized by Postulate 1. We now formalize the b-step of the X-measurement in the following form:
Postulate 2: "2+4"-power. The probability P (X = x 0 |φ) to get the result X = x 0 for the fixed field φ is proportional to the "2+4"power π 2,4 (x 0 , φ) of this field at the point x 0 . The coefficient of proportion does not depend on x 0 , so k(x 0 |φ) ≡ k φ .
The probability to get (for the position observation) the result X = x 0 , x 0 ∈ R 3 , for a random field with the probability distribution µ can be obtained by using the classical Bayes' formula:
(27) Thus, finally, we have:
where I is a Borel subset of R 3 , e.g. a cube. It is convenient to make the field scaling (18) to move from the probability µ having dispersion κ to the corresponding normalized probability ν. By this scaling we find direct dependence of probabilities of detection on the small parameter κ. Then we can represent the coefficient of proportion as
,
We find the following dependence on the small parameter κ (dispersion of subquantum random fluctuations) of the probability of the position detection:
If in the formula (7) (for SDT with quadratic power) we make scaling (18), we obtain:
The same result we obtain by the considering the limit κ → 0 in (30). Thus the model presented in this section is really the O(κ) perturbation of the model considered in section 3 (and hence of QM). We come back to our model of detection taking into account the fourth power of the signal-field:
The first summand gives the well known Born's rule (the conventional QM-prediction). The second summand (we denote it by ∆(I, µ, κ)) gives the deviation from the Born's rule.
We consider now this deviation in the case of so called pure quantum state Ψ, ||Ψ|| = 1. In our approach this corresponds to the case when the normalized measure ν is the Gaussian measure ν ≡ ν Ψ with the covariance operator: C = Ψ ⊗ Ψ. We have
On the other hand, by choosing k < 1, we shall get the positive deviation. For k = 1, we have ∆ = 0 and there will be no deviation from Born's rule. All our considerations are purely qualitative, since we do not know the magnitude of κ. But one may expect that such a qualitative effect as decreasing and increasing the probability (comparing with the Born's rule) can be observed in experiments.
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Coupling between SDT and SFT
We take a nonquadratic functional of classical fields:
It is mapped onto the postion operator by the map T : SFT→ QM given by (21) . We recall that this map is not one-to-one. Both functionals of the subquantum field (33) and (13) On the other hand, by using the probability distribution provided by SDT we get: 
Thus by normalizing the SFT-average by such a field-power functional we obtain the quantity which coincides with SDT-average. The SFTaverages should be normalized in the corresponding way to obtain the SDT-averages.
Appendix
Considerations of section 3 were performed on the physical level of rigorousness. For x 0 ∈ R 3 , the map φ → φ(x 0 ) is not a continuous linear functional on L 2 (R 3 ). Therefore, for an arbitrary measure µ on Z the integral (7) is not well defined. Nevertheless, the integral I |φ(x)| 2 dx is well defined for any Borel set (e.g. a cube) and, moreover,
Therefore the integral (3) converges.
Proposition. For any random field with the probability distribution µ, the p µ given by (7) is a probability measure on R 3 .
Proof. It is evident that p µ is finite additive. Let now I 1 ⊂ I 2 ⊂ . . . I n ⊂ be a sequence of increasing cubes in R 3 and let ∪ i I i = R 3 . To prove σ-additivity of p µ , we should show that lim n→∞ p µ (I n ) exists and it equals to one. We set g n (φ) = In |φ(x)| 2 dx. Then g n ↑ g(φ), where g(φ) = ||φ|| 2 . Finally, we apply Lebesgue theorem on integrals convergence.
